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Comfort, convenience and cost
There is a lot to be said for transport by bus in terms of the three Cs of comfort, convenience
and cost. However, the biggest benefit is to the environment. On average, long distance tour
buses emit just 0.05 kg of CO2 per passenger mile compared to an average of 0.44 kg of CO2
per mile for cars. This makes bus travel one of the most environmentally friendly modes of
passenger transport available. To maximize this benefit, buses must be serviced regularly
and wear parts must be replaced. With more than 65,000 spare parts in its portfolio, CBM in
France is the global leader for replacement parts for touring coaches and urban transit buses.
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CBM has 20,000 m2 of warehouse space across eight depots worldwide

In brief
Core Competence

Supplier of spare parts for buses and trams
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No other spare parts wholesaler can match the scale of CBM’s operation in the bus
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Products & Services

Spare parts for buses and trams made by the main European, US, Australian and Far Eastern manufacturers. Deliveries from eight international hubs guaranteed within 24 to 72
hours. Own webshop in various languages.
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